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Welcome friends
In this July 2016 issue of Wanemta
we highlight renewal with our new
HEDC Chair and senior staff as we
continue to build HEDC into a strong
united company that can change
and create new opportunities for
our people and community through
economic development. It is 10
years since HEDC was created by an
enlightened Tribal Council that saw the
need for an independent approach to
managing our business interests. We
have recruited a competent team of
specialists who serve as Directors and

staff to guide us moving forward. Our
reorganisation of HEDC has improved
accountability and set a clear path
to greater economic independence
and sustainability for the Heiltsuk
Nation.

W’ánémt’a

(pronounced Wa nem
da) means to trade or
exchange, reflecting
historical Heiltsuk
leadership in trading
of furs, seaweed, and
other trade and cultural
products which underlie
the important business
relationships with
outsiders to sustain our
community.
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New HEDC Chair has Strong Vision for Bella
Bella’s Future
Leona Humchitt was recently appointed the new Chair of
HEDC and has a strong vision of how this important Heiltsuk
business entity can shape the community’s future and
improve its economic situation.
Leona was born and raised in Bella Bella and graduated
from the Community School in 1983 followed by postsecondary education at the University of the Fraser Valley
supplemented with upgrading over the past few years. Her
parents are Mel Innes and Esther Brown. Mel is Blackfish
Clan from his Haisla maternal roots and her mom is Eagle
Clan of the Brown family lineage. Her husband is Tommy
Humchitt and together they have 4 daughters and a son
– Flora, Kristy, Mercedes, Cheryl & Thomas. They are also
blessed with two grandchildren – Maggie and Charlie Elluk.
She is the decade’s long Office Manager for the local
Bella Bella RCMP detachment and served as Housing
Coordinator for HTC for 4 years.
Serving as Chair isn’t Leona’s first involvement with HEDC.
“I had the privilege of serving as a Bare Trustee for more
than 6 years when the corporation was first created with

the objective of separating business from politics. This
separation is probably necessary but the first governance
model went too far and created a gap between HTC and
HEDC. The recent restructuring of HEDC addresses that
problem” she said in a recent interview.
“When I was elected to HTC in 2014, I was honoured
to be given the HEDC portfolio as a Councilor. Unity,
Collaboration and Communication was my platform for HTC
elections. These keynotes are integral to the advancement
of the Heiltsuk. The health and well-being of our people is
important to our success. The closer we work together, the
further our nation will go in creating long term economic
sustainability through utilizing our resources, our Title and
Rights Declaration, and leveraging the Gladstone and
Tsilhqot’in Supreme Court decisions.”
“My priorities for HEDC are simple - Entrepreneurial
funding for our many local businesses, revolving loans,
new businesses for HEDC - utilizing and leveraging
our resources, creating jobs, capacity building and
succession planning within our management and our
structure, establishing an MOU with all our local entities
and partners. I support a duly convened meeting of our
people to give their input and direction to tweak our 15 year
Economic Development plan.”
“We were reminded by our Hereditary leader, Edwin
Newman that We are one family. It is in this message,
that we all must do the hard work to foster and nurture a
strong working relationship within our nation. I do believe
when we are of one heart and one mind, we are a force to
be reckoned with.”
Leona is passionate about her community and the future.
“My HEDC vision is one of openness, transparency,
accountability and communication, communication,
communication. Our organization will seek strategic
direction from our nation, develop work plans, and create
new businesses and opportunities which will pave a way
to a better future for our youth. We can achieve this by
continuing on and strengthening the good work of our past
leaders.”
“On behalf of our Board, we wish to convey a special
Welcome to our new staff at HEDC. Dave Jephcott, is our
new Chief Operating Officer and Julia Corbett, our Chief
Financial Officer. We welcome you to our community and
look forward to working with you, on behalf of our nation.”
Walas Giaxsixa.
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New HEDC COO Committed to Community
and Heiltsuk People
There have been a number of changes
in the senior management team
at HEDC recently. The new Chief
Operating Officer is Dave Jephcott
(pronounced jeffcot) who just
completed a two year stint as Loans
Manager of Community Futures for the
Sunshine Coast in Sechelt. “I was able
to help that community move forward
by shifting our program from loans to
taking equity in local businesses. We
provided almost $800,000 in equity
financing to a wide range of small
businesses and stimulated a lot of new
economic activity in the community”
said Dave in a recent interview.

year old daughter Aura both of whom
will be moving to Bella Bella soon.

He has a degree in Business
Administration from the University
of Western Ontario and recently
completed a 9 month diploma
program in Community Economic
Development at Simon Fraser
University. He has also served in the
Canadian Armed Forces and worked in
marketing and sales. Dave is married
to Sheryl Hanula and they have a 5

Dave’s other priorities for his first
year with HEDC include a number of
capital projects such as the new band
store, airport expansion and getting
BC government support for potential
replacement of oil furnaces with
heat pumps, and possible financial
involvement in the Ocean Falls power
generation business.

My real role is being a steward of HEDC and I want all our
business managers to share the view that we work for the
Heiltsuk people first and everything we do is for the good of
the people and their community. When it comes to making
decisions about new business opportunities I need answers
to three key questions:
•
•
•

Will it be good for the Community?
Will it be good for the business?
Will it be fiscally and legally possible?

W’ánémt’a

“

“

“I am excited and enthused to be
in such a beautiful location on BC’s
central coast and am pumped to get
my priorities in place to move HEDC
forward on its 15 Year Strategic Plan.
My top goals right now are to stabilize
existing businesses in terms of cash
flow, suppliers and business plans. I
want to develop our team of managers
to help them make these key
businesses a success, provide great
service to all our existing customers
and find new ones as well.”

“At a recent meeting with HTC, HIRM
senior staff and Chief Councillor Slett,
we resolved to work closely together
to move the community forward. That
kind of positive collaboration is how we
can achieve success, create more jobs
and make Bella Bella a better place for
everyone” noted Dave.
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Heiltsuk Chief Councillor Marilyn Slett with Premier Christy Clark and Forests Minister Steve Thompson along with Dallas Smith President,
Nanwakolas Tribal Council and forest sector representatives at signing of Great Bear agreement.

Great Bear Agreement Good News for Heiltsuk
Businesses
The Heiltsuk and Chief Councillor
Marilyn Slett were recently in the news
because of their leadership leading to
signing in the Great Bear Rainforest
agreement that followed almost two
decades of work by the Heiltsuk
Integrated Resource Management
department (HIRMD). BC’s Premier
Christy Clark and Forests Minister
Steve Thompson and other officials

also visited Bella Bella in late February
as part of the celebrations.
The Great Bear Rainforest was
established through land-use decisions
announced in 2006. This globally
unique area covers 6.4 million hectares
on British Columbia’s north and central
coast, and is home to 26 separate
First Nations. Ecosystem-based
management
in the area
is defined as
“concurrent
achievement
of high levels
of ecological
integrity and high
levels of human
well-being.”
Under the new
Great Bear
Rainforest
land-use order,
ecological
integrity is
achieved through
increasing the
Photo by kris krüg, 2014
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amount of protected old-growth forest
to 70% from 50%. As well, eight new
special forest management areas
covering almost 295,000 hectares
will be off-limits to logging. Six may
receive additional protection based on
ongoing discussions with First Nations.
With the new measures, 85% of the
forest will be protected and 15% will
be available for logging, supporting
local jobs.
The land-use order also addresses
First Nations’ cultural heritage
resources, freshwater ecosystems
and wildlife habitat. The amount of
habitat protected for the marbled
murrelet, northern goshawk, grizzly
bear, mountain goat and tailed frog will
increase as new reserves required by
the order are developed.
Chief Slett who is also President of
the Coastal First Nations remarked
“we celebrate the restoration and
implementation of responsible land,
water and resource management
approaches in the Great Bear
Rainforest. Ecosystem-based
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management is the modern term
which describes what we have always
believed and practised: If we use our
traditional knowledge to take care of
our lands, waters and resources they
will take care of us.”
But what does this agreement mean
for the Heiltsuk community and its
business interests? Kelly Brown is the
Director of the HIRMD and has been
involved in central coast land use
issues for two decades.

Heiltsuk traditional
territories through the
Reconciliation Protocol
Agreement in 2009. The
Great Bear Rainforest
Order of January 2016
will be part of the
specific BC legislation
to be passed later this
year and includes all the
important elements of
our land use plan”.

“The agreement represents a lot
of hard work by many people and
organisations and sets the table for
existing and new Heiltsuk businesses
to move forward. Of course, there was
much focus on conservation issues
and preservation of culture in our
traditional territories in conjunction with
the Kitasoo, Oweekeno and Nuxalk
communities. The Heiltsuk first saw
the need to have a comprehensive
land use plan in the mid 1990’s and
we developed our plan that was
finally accepted and approved by the
community in 2005”.

“Specifically the Heiltsuk
secured 1 million cubic
metres of timber rights
within our territory over
the next ten years and a
permanent replaceable
volume each year after
that of 47,000 cubic
metres. This timber
assures the future for
Heiltsuk Coastal Forest
Products and planning
is underway to identify
where the logging and
reforestation takes
place” said Kelly.

The plan was then presented to
the BC government and others
including the logging companies and
environmentalists. It became a key part
of the early Land Use Orders affecting

“There’s also an opportunity for us
to get more involved in Tourism as
the plan provides for up to 15 areas
within our territory to be designated for
tourism activities and create new jobs.

A key benefit of the Great Bear plan
is that it creates stability by knowing
what areas are protected and those
that can be managed for economic
development. I am hoping HEDC will
work to capture the benefits of these
new opportunities”.

“

“The Great Bear Rainforest – a global
ecological treasure – has been home to
our communities on the Central and North
Coast and Haida Gwaii for more than
10,000 years.
Our vision for the future is one where
ecosystems and potential developments in
the Great Bear Rainforest are in balance.
Over the past decade we have
demonstrated that strong and empowered
Coastal First Nations communities, along
with the recognition of our Aboriginal
Title and Rights in our territories, are key
to the development of a healthy coastal
economy.”

W’ánémt’a

“

Chief Marilyn Slett
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Financial Updates on HEDC Companies –
2013-2016
Bottom Line Improving

There has been improvement in the finances of HEDC companies since major losses in 2013 to a solid profit in 2016. In
the past year ending March 31 the forestry, fuel and freight companies lost money but others saw improvement in the draft
financial results. The 2016 audits will be completed later this year. The most dramatic change for the better was in Heiltsuk
fisheries management with much reduced costs. As well HEDC improved its position due to lower costs, and the band store
made a modest overall profit.

N E T O P E R AT I N G R EVEN UE
FY 2016 - Net Operating Revenue
2013
(Audited)

2014
(Audited)

2015
(Audited)

2016
(Draft)

HEDC

50,329

14,531

844

187,868

BB Airport

-1,044

-7,037

31,098

88,042

HCFP

-251,756

695,333

98,869

-321,553*

LPF

-167,863

-214,143

-106,416

-23,666

-3,327

13,755

480

50,208

HFML

-948,274

-623,677

-127,394

393,648

Wag Freight

-133,315

-102,256

64,102

-15,006

41,462

150,823

65,599

156,772

-1,413,788

-72,671

27,182

516,313

Wag Cable

Band Store
TOTAL

*Does not include significant log sales from timber harvesting completed prior to March
31, 2016. The forestry business is on a solid financial footing and will show positive profits
and income in 2016/17.

TO TA L R E V E NUES/SAL ES

Total revenues/sales were down significantly due to smaller logging programs and
log sales that occurred after March 31, 2016.
FY 2016 - Total Revenues/Sales

HEDC

583,122

2014
(Audited)
614,305

BB Airport

118,323

169,977

196,400

275,055

4,349

911,498

383,098

43,834

LPF

135,352

126,128

201,558

238,833

Wag Cable

253,358

254,374

256,175

278,840

HFML

53,849

276,730

505,278

504,361

Wag Freight

17,318

44,777

160,120

45,766

Band Store

900,440

975,126

1,002,934

1,578,087

2,066,111

3,372,915

3,302,924

2,073,711

2013
(Audited)

HCFP

TOTAL
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2015
(Audited)
596,861

2016
(Draft)
687,022
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E XP E N S E S

Expenses were down overall in 2016 but as the Store dramatically increased sales by 50%, expenses increased as well by a
similar amount. Fisheries expenses dropped significantly from over $1 million 4 years ago to $110,000 last year.
FY 2016 - Expenses
2013
(Audited)
532,783

2014
(Audited)
599,774

2015
(Audited)
596,017

2016
(Draft)
499,153

BB Airport

119,367

177,014

165,302

187,013

HCFP

256,105

216,165

284,229

365,387

LPF

303,215

340,271

307,974

262,499

Wag Cable

256,685

240,619

255,695

228,632

1,002,123

900,407

633,172

110,713

Wag Freight

150,633

147,033

96,018

60,773

Band Store

858,978

824,303

937,335

1,421,315

3,479,889

3,445,585

3,278,742

3,135,485

HEDC

HFML

TOTAL

W’ánémt’a
Photos Wanted
We are always seeking good
clear photos from the community
with themes of family, people,
environment and wildlife, economic
activities, culture and life in
Bella Bella. Please forward your
photos at high resolution to
adminassistant@heiltsukdevco.
com. We will provide an
honorarium for all photos we use
in the newsletter. Let us know if
you are interested in doing some
specific photo assignment work for
HEDC. Thanks very much!

Photo by kris krüg, 2014
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Heiltsuk Partners with WFP on Forestry
Less than 15% of the area is open
to timber harvesting and it can be
challenging to find good logging areas
where we can make a profit” said John
McLaughlin, HCFP’s Manager.

Some of the more successful forestry
and logging projects in BC are joint
ventures with First Nations. By utilizing
the expertise and experience of major
forest companies the First Nation
reduces its business risk and secures
additional opportunities to make
money from its forestry tenures. With
coastal timber harvesting costs of up
to $100 per cubic metre logging can
be a risky venture in tough market
conditions. Helicopter logging in
difficult terrain is even more expensive
and road building costs can be more
than $200,000 a kilometre. Modern
bridges can cost much more than that.
For several years Heiltsuk Coastal
Forest Products (HCFP) has partnered
with Western Forest Products (WFP)
on 4 logging ventures with each
providing equal amounts of timber
from their own tenures. A&A Trading
then manages the planning and timber
harvest for the venture and HCFP
and WFP share equally in the profits.
New ventures are started only when
they project a positive income for both
parties.
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The resolution of the land use plan for
the Great Bear rainforest has helped
to create some certainty for tenure
holders like HCFP and WFP. “We
can now stabilize our planning with
the knowledge and understanding of
where we can log and reforest in the
central coast as we move forward.

“We have
completed
several joint
projects
with WFP
averaging
about
60,000
cubic
metres.
WFP gets
first call on
buying the
cedar logs
John McLaughlin, HCFP
Manager
at market
prices. We
don’t move ahead with any of these
projects unless they are projected
to make money. The projects have
been in the Snass-Cheenis areas of
Spiller Inlet where WFP and HCFP
hold timber rights. My job is to make
sure that the Heiltsuk financial interests
remain front and centre. It’s been a
good partnership so far for everyone
and most of our logging program is

HEILTS UKDEVCO.COM

through this venture. One important
objective is more employment for
Heiltsuk people as well as making a
profit.”
Shannon
Janzen,
WFP’s
Chief
Forester
and Vice
President
is part of
the project
team for
the joint
venture.
“This
Shannon Janzen, WFP’s
unique
Chief Forester
model
benefits everyone by sharing the risk
and profits. Each party provides the
capital necessary to operate, which
includes building roads, and retains
the responsibility for silviculture and
reforestation. By pooling our volumes

W’ánémt’a

into larger amounts of timber we can
also attract contractors. We need
to spend some time focussing on
harvesting the timber profile which is
dominated by lower value western
hemlock. Yes, there have been some
challenges but we have always
been able to work out the details to
everyone’s benefit”.
Paul Mockler, Chief Financial
Officer of A&A trading is also on
the management team for the joint
venture. “This approach has worked
well so far. Once we agree on the
general areas to harvest we secure
bids from contractors for the road
building and harvesting work to ensure
competitive costs. This also helps to
create some stability for contractors
and encourage them to hire more
Heiltsuk workers for the logging work.
A&A looks after the accounting and
other administration including log
sales. So far about 200,000 cubic
metres of joint timber harvesting have

been
planned or
completed.
Logging in
the central
coast is
challenging,
especially
in tough
market
conditions
and having
a partner
like WFP
Paul Mockler, A&A’s
Chief Financial Officer
helps to
minimize
the business risk”.
Shannon concluded “working together
with the Heiltsuk on a business
to business basis has been very
positive and as we grow our working
relationship, we look forward to
creating more mutually beneficial
outcomes through the success of this
partnership.”
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New CFO Comes with Lots of Financial
Experience
Along with the new Chief Operating Officer (COO), HEDC
has a new Chief Financial Officer (CFO) with a strong
background in finance and accounting. Julia Corbett is
a Certified Professional Accountant with First Nations
experience, including Heiltsuk Tribal Council, as well as a
banking background. She has been with HTC since October
2015 and joined HEDC in June.
Julia was raised and grew up in Toronto and moved west in
her early 20’s. During her career in banking she advanced
her education to become an accounting professional: a
Certified General Accountant. This took 6 years of tough
studying by correspondence for her. Her previous work with
the Gitxsan involved not only finance and accounting but
teaching as well. “I have a passion for education and taught
accounting at the Gitxsan Wet’suwet’en indigenous school
as part of a Business Administration program working with
the Nicola Valley Institute of Technology” remarked Julia in a
recent interview.
“What’s really great is that Dave Jephcott, our new COO
and I share the same vision and priorities for HEDC to
move forward. These include building Heiltsuk capacity so

we eventually do ourselves out of a job, and increase the
profitability of the existing HEDC businesses. We have to do
that so we can re-invest and expand the services we provide
to the community along with creating more jobs. I also want
to see HEDC increase support for all the entrepreneurs and
business people in Bella Bella. There are an amazing number
of local businesses that employ many people and provide
valuable services” noted Julia.
“I have a fur family
and enjoy rural life
and Bella Bella is
my home for now.
I have met lots of
dedicated people
that serve the
community with a
real desire to make
it a better place. I
want to be a part of
that positive change
for the Heiltsuk
people.”

Administrative Assistant Keen to Move HEDC
Forward
Les Campbell
is HEDC’s new
administrative
assistant and
started with the
company in March
this year. Les is part
of the Whale and
Eagle Clan through
his grandparents.
“I actually grew
up in Ocean Falls
where my dad
worked as a paper maker and my mom was employed in
the restaurant. After the mill shut down we moved back to
Bella Bella and I graduated from the local high school in
1985. Since then I have taken a 1 year office management
course at the Heiltsuk College and training in Microsoft
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Applications Specialist programs. Since completing these
programs I worked at HTC Treaty Office and Brown’s Plaza.
Both of these courses helped prepare me to work at HEDC
in my new position” said Les in an interview.
His main duties are to meet and greet visitors to the office,
sort and file important documents, provide support to the
COO and 4 other HEDC staff, and basic office work. He is
also responsible for keeping inventory of office supplies for
the various HEDC businesses.
Les has been working on a comprehensive list of local
businesses to put up on HEDC’s new website. He noted
“please contact me adminassistant@heiltsukdevco.com with
your business information to keep our directory up to date”.
“It’s been a learning experience for me so far, I like to keep
things organised and move forward while I figure out how to
do the job well.”

HEILTS UKDEVCO.COM

The New HEDC Structure
HEDC has gone through a major re-organization with a new
board and 3 sub boards with outside Heiltsuk and nonHeiltsuk professionals appointed to them.
The Heiltsuk Holdings Board (HHB) oversees all 3 operating
boards.

The Tourism and Retail Operating Board (TROB) oversees
Bella Bella Airport, Lama Pass Fuel, Waglisla Band Store,
Waglisla Liquor Agency, Waglisla Post Office, Waglisla
Cablevision, and Waglisla Freight.
The Management Services Board (MSB) is accountable for
the HEDC office and senior staff.

The Natural Resources Operating Board (NROB) is
responsible for Heiltsuk Fisheries Management Ltd. and
Heiltsuk Coastal Forest Products Ltd.

The New Heiltsuk DevCo
Website is Coming Soon!
Our new website is being developed and should be launched
soon! It will have some great new features including:
•
•
•
•
•

An up-to-date Business Directory
Detailed information on HEDC
A Community Calendar with event announcements
Job opportunity postings
Special sales and coupons for local businesses

We’re also on Facebook
and Twitter! Like or follow
us to get the latest news!




@HeiltsukDevCo
@HeiltsukDevCo

Watch for our new site at http://www.heiltsukdevco.com!

W’ánémt’a
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HEDC Directory | Summer 2016
BOARDS OF DIRECTORS
Heiltsuk Holdings
Leona Humchitt, Chair
Wilfred Humchitt
Cameron Brown
Keith Henry
Marilyn Slett
Connie Talio
Operating Boards
Natural Resources Operating
Board
Satnam Manhas
Dirk Brinkman
Bo Reid

Tourism and Retail Operating
Board
Cameron Brown
Keith Henry
Carey Windsor

Management Services Operating
Board
Cameron Brown
Satnam Manhas
Reg Moody

Dave Jephcott
Chief Operating Officer
coo@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 224

Glenna Singleton
Manager – Bella Bella Airport
bellabellaair@outlook.com
(250) 957-2868

Victor Jackson
Manager – Waglisla Cable
kableguy.jackson@gmail.com
(250) 957-2191

Julia Corbett
Chief Financial Officer
fm@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 223

Garney Reid
Manager – Bella Bella Liquor Agency
waglislaliquor@gmail.com
(250) 957-2300

Marilyn Hall
Manager – Waglisla Post Office
mrsmarilyn.hall@gmail.com
(250) 957-2301

Leslie Campbell
Administrative Assistant
adminassistant@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 226

John McLaughlin
Manager – Heiltsuk Coastal Forest
Products
papanana@shaw.ca
(250) 957-2971

Pat Housty
Acting Store Manager
Carla Windsor
Assistant Store Manager
waglislabandstore@gmail.com
(250) 957-2373

HEDC
P.0. Box 950
224 Wabalisla Street
Bella Bella, BC V0T 1Z0
Phone: (250) 957-2217
adminassistant@heiltsukdevco.com

HEDC STAFF

Frances Brown
Senior Accounting Clerk
(250) 957-2217
srac@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 221
Sadie Lawson
Accounts Payable
payables@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2217 Ext. 227
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Bill Reandy
Manager – Waglisla Freight
wfamgr@heiltsukdevco.com
(250) 957-2203
Eric Wilson
Manager – Lama Pass Fuel
lamapassfuel@gmail.com
(250) 957-2440

